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Summer is here and the buyers are out! With that being said, a couple months into
new government mortgage rules with stricter qualifications for buyers combined
with newly imposed taxes we are seeing homes priced over $500,000 taking a
little longer to sell. Inventory has increased for single family homes, but the
market is still tilted in favour of sellers, and pushing prices upwards.
We are still seeing the average price of single family homes in Nanaimo rising
even with these government implications. This month we saw a 10%, increase
from $486,424 to $535,985 on a 12 month moving average basis. The number
of days to sell a home has risen by 6%. Both condos and townhouses have also
seen increases in average price, with condos seeing a 17% increase and
townhouses a 14% increase. Days to sell a condo has increased 22% and
Townhouses have increased by 34%.
We are starting to see changes in inventory but for now it is still a Seller’s Market.
Single family homes have a 3.7 month supply of homes, which is the largest
amount of supply we have seen in 2018. While condos are remaining low with
a 1.8 month supply and the inventory for Townhouses is at 2.7 months. This
month we are seeing the first measurable changes in inventory since March, as for
the last three months inventory relatively stayed around 2.5 months.

-

Following are the stats for Nanaimo as of June 2018 for Single Family Homes,
Condos, and Townhouses: (Less than 5 months of inventory is a Seller’s Market
and more than 5 months is a a Buyer’s Market). Also a graph showing the
Average Single Family Home Prices from July 2016 - June 2018.

9 Signs You’ve Outgrown Your Home

1. Your stairs double as shelving.

2. You’re forced to host parties in shifts.

7. You’ve begun to envy your pooch’s luxurious accommodations.

3. The line for your bathroom reminds you of Lollapalooza.

8. Your home’s endearing features are losing their charm.

4. You think of your car as a closet on wheels.

9. You’ll go anywhere… but home.

5. Sending the kids to a boarding preschool is sounding better
and better.
6. When you hear friends are visiting from out of town, you feel
faint.

Our greatest compliment is a referral from our valued clients and friends!
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